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In my many years as a complementary 
therapist, I am always amazed at how little 
water people actually drink - but I am even 
more amazed when treating and teaching 
therapists at how little therapists drink!  

I teach and practice a technique called Facial 
Energy Release – face therapy, which is 
primarily concerned with releasing tension 
in the face, skin and complexion as well 
as general wellbeing. Therefore, prior to a 
treatment, I get my new client to fill in a diet 
profile consultation; questions are asked to do 
with water intake as well as how much fruit, 
vegetables, oils and vitamins (including  
what  brand) to ascertain how much 
nourishment the skin is actually getting  
apart from cosmetics. 

We are aiming for two litres of plain  
water a day!

When gardening, the soil needs water and 
nourishment to help the plants to grow; you 
wouldn’t give a plant a cup of tea and expect 
it to flourish! It is the same when feeding the 
cells and organs of the body; they need water 
to thrive and plump up.

The Vital Need 
of the Body
for Water

As a model, many years ago, I was advised to drink water for 
the skin but I paid no heed; youth is wasted on the young! 
I got away with it but slowly the penny dropped and then I 
realised that, indeed, given the required amount of water, 
wrinkles and dryness float away, replaced by a radiant glow!
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All the TV programs on making people look 
younger never broach the fact that if you don’t 
put in good things into your body it won’t age 
well; most holistic treatments are limited by 
how long the benefits can last if not backed 
up by positive input from the client. Lifestyle is 
vital to keep the effects of a treatment longer!

Tea, coffee alcohol and manufactured 
beverages such as soft drinks are not 
substitutes. They do contain water but they 
also contain dehydrating agents. In large 
quantities, they cancel out the water they are 
dissolved in, plus taking up some more water 
from the body’s reserves! Fizzy cola drinks may 
deplete bone mass, so the best thing to meet 
the body’s needs is good, plain water. A good 
suggestion for clients if they need more flavour 
could be to add a slice of lemon or  
lime or a mint leaf.

Rehydrating

Some clients tend to over-drink at first, 
thinking that you can undo the damage of 
years of dehydration by excessive intake of 
water in a few days. However, this is not 
a good idea. The cells of the body are like 

sponges. It takes time for them to become 
properly rehydrated.

It is best to advise them to begin by adding 
1-2 glasses extra a day initially, building up to 
2 litres or eight glasses over a longer, more 
sustained period of time. A good drinking 
pattern might be:

• One glass on waking.

• One glass 30 minutes before a meal.

• One glass two and a half hours  
after a meal.

• Avoid drinking at meal times so as not  
to dilute digestive juices.

• One small glass at bed time.

The thirst mechanism kicks in after a few 
weeks of increased water intake. So, all you 
therapists out there, start your own and your 
clients’ habit of two litres a day right now and 
watch your cells blossom!


